
FAQ’s 
!
Here are a few basic questions a lot of people ask. Going through these quickly will 
save us a few minutes on the phone. Just look through for any you might ask, and read 
the answer :) !!
Question: Do You Actually Build The Funnel, Or Just Map It Out?!!
Answer: During Funnel Day, we’ll map out the entire funnel on a whiteboard (or 
computer, if no whiteboard is available). We’ll come up with the number of emails 
needed for each sequence, what products will be sold at each step, what new 
products need to be created, how to position each offer, copy strategies, and anything 
else we need to cover. By the time it’s done you’ll have FULL clarity with exactly how it’s 
going to work. !
Then when I get home, I’ll lay out the entire funnel for you, and let you know how much 
it will cost for me to build out the entire funnel for you. When I’m done you’ll have a fully 
live, functioning sales funnel. !!!
Question: What Types Of Costs Are Involved In Building The Funnel?!!
Answer: This varies from client to client. Some are extremely complex. Some are more 
simple. Some do it all at once, while others do it in stages. I’ve created funnels for 
$5,000 (very simple) and as much as $60,000 (with multiple salesletters, products, a lot 
of segmenting, etc.) !
If you decide to do a Funnel Day, we’ll discuss this in more detail. !!!
Question: Do You Do Everything Necessary To Build The Funnel?!!
Answer: Yes, if needed. Some people have designer/tech setup people, etc. If you 
need a “completely done for you” solution, I can do that. If you need just the copy 
which you’ll give to your designers, I can create wireframes for them. !
Basically whatever you need to get the funnel live - consider it done. !!



!
Question: Do You Work On Retainer/Percentage of Profits, etc?!!
Answer: Retainer - yes. I do these quite often. Percentage of profits - sometimes. In 
this case you’ll need to prove to me that you’re “good for it” not in terms of your 
personal ethics, but in terms of business capabilities.  !!!
Question: Do I Need To Hire You To Actually Build The Funnel?!!
Answer: Not necessarily. I can do a Funnel Day for any reason that benefits your 
business. For example, let’s say you have your own team of copywriters, designers, 
technical setup, etc. You just want me to lay out the funnel, and you guys take it from 
there. This is rare, but acceptable.  !!!
Question: How Much Does Funnel Day Cost?!!
Answer: The base fee is $3,000 per day. Most clients only need 1 day, though I’ve had 
people do 2. If you want me to fly to you, I’ll give you a quote for how much extra it 
would be (depends on your location). If you decide it’s best to do a 1/2 day via Skype, 
it is $1,500. !!
Question: How Does This Work With Traveling, etc.?!!
Answer: We can do one of three things… !
1) I go to you - I typically only do this if you live in a cool place. For example I did 

one out in Lake Tahoe recently, because I wanted to see it (and hike Mt. Tallac). 
This does come with extra costs, though. Traveling expenses (flight/car/hotel, etc.) 
plus an extra day of my time, for the time loss from flying or driving. This depends 
on where you live, so we can discuss it.  !

2) You come to me - I’ll give you full details on where to stay, what restaurants are 
good, etc. You’ll fly/drive into Scranton, Pennsylvania. This is preferred.  !

3) We do it via Skype video - If you don’t want to travel, don’t want to pay me to go 
to you, live outside the U.S., or have a simple funnel and only need a 1/2 day, this 
is a good option. Once again, we can discuss this on the phone. !

Ready to book a meeting to discuss? Go to meetme.so/jeremyreeves

http://meetme.so/jeremyreeves

